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Germany. But ‘seeing’ or comparing the absolute
values is too intangible. Therefore, a relative index
is often used, which directly reveals such differences
between countries regarding the underlining fields.
We will call it the activity index (AI), as
denominated by Narin et al. (1987). But it is also
known under the revealed technological advantage
(Soette & Wyatt, 1983), revealed comparative
advantage (Balassa, 1965) or the Balassa index
(lbid.).
Let 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 be the granted patents of country 𝑗𝑗 regarding

Introduction
In sociological data analysis the comparison of data
from different countries or institutions occurs all the
time. The comparison of absolute values is often
problematic due to the different sizes of the observed
entities. One solution for comparing different sized
entities is the activity index (AI). It enables the
normalized international or inter-institutional
contrasting of various fields. Although the AI is a
long-used instrument, it lacks self-specific
instruments to analyse itself. In this paper, we first
want to present the AI. After that, we will introduce
a new measure called the three-dimensional activity
index (3D-AI) motivated by the statistical expected
value. In the last part we will show how to use the
3D-AI to centre the basic activity index.

the field 𝑖𝑖 in the year 𝑡𝑡. The AI relates the share of
one field of a country (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 / ∑𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) to the share of
the same field but of all countries (∑𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 / ∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ).
So, we get
Formula 1. Activity index.

Used Data
For the sake of comprehension, data is used to
visualise the new indices. Data from the European
Patent Office (EPO) is open, easy to understand and
traceable. So, we decided to use the granted patents
per field of technology and per country of residence
for 2011-2015 available from https://www.epo.org.
The data is smoothed by a 3-year binomial filter to
visualize the field and country specific trends better.

AI𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ≔ AI(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) ≔

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 / ∑𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
.
∑𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 / ∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

We calculated the AI for all 8,225 data points, but in
figure 2 we will again only show Germany and the
UK as well as FC and SC. Because of the different
sums used for the AI, it is important to mention
which values were calculated and which data points
were used.

From the dataset follows, that the basic population
consists of 46 countries plus 1 residual category
divided into 35 fields over five years. All 8,225 data
points will be used for calculation, but to keep the
visual analysis clear, only the two countries
Germany and the United Kingdom (UK) and the two
fields ‘Food chemistry’ (FC) and ‘Semiconductors’
(SC) will be represented. This choice is arbitrary; the
focus lies on the formulae presented later.

Figure 2. Activity index.
Figure 2 shows the AI corresponding to figure 1. The
dashed line represents the average across all
combinations of country and field. It is obvious that
Germany is closer to the average than the UK. The
second observation is that, except of Semiconductors
in Germany, all other fields veer away from the
average over time.
The temporal activity index
The values of the AI are calculated year by year. This
is done, because all 1,645 data points of one year are
integrated into the calculation of a single AI value by
the composed sums. If we want AI values, that do
not depend on the year, we could summarise all
values by country and field over all five years. We

Figure 1. Granted patents.
The activity index
Of course, we can see in figure 1, that the shares of
FC and SC of the overall granted patents must be
more similar to each other in the UK than in
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get an AI that is constant over time so we will denote
it the Temporal Activity Index (TAI).

So, what are the advantages and disadvantages?
Because we only divide the lines from figure 2 by a
constant, the centred 3D-AI values are very similar,
as we would expect from centred values. But now we
can directly see in which year which country
regarding which field performs like its average. For
example, UK's FC line intersects with the dashed
line about the year 2012 and 2014/2015. Before
2012, UK’s FC performed above its own average,
same after 2014. This is new information, which the
classic AI and the absolute values could not express.
The 3D-AI does not replace the classic AI, because
it has some disadvantages. Due to the centralisation
we cannot measure which field performs above
average and which below. There are some more
disadvantages, which would go beyond the scope of
this paper.
In the future, there is a lot more to do. The TAI can
be a better mean for the AI, but for a complete
centring we also need an (empirical) variance.
Indeed, if we want to analyse data by the activity
index, we should think about reconstructing all
empirical instruments, not only the mean and the
variance, but also differentiation, correlation and so
on. Perhaps we would benefit from a whole new
toolbox designed especially for inter-institutional
analyses.

Formula 2: Temporal activity index.

TAI𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ≔ TAI(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) ≔

∑𝑡𝑡 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 / ∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
.
∑𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 / ∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

Arithmetic mean
Let us calculate the arithmetic mean (AM), but not
for all AIs, just for the AIs of a single country and a
single field. Therefore, 𝑦𝑦 shall be the number of
1
years. Then we get AM(AI𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) = ∑𝑡𝑡 AI(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ). This
𝑦𝑦

describes the AM of the AI values. We could also
calculate the AI values of the arithmetic means of
each part of the AI, so these would be AM(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) =
1

𝑦𝑦
1
𝑦𝑦

1

∑𝑡𝑡 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , AM(∑𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) = ∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , AM(∑𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) =
𝑦𝑦
1

∑𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 AM(∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) = ∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 . Using these
𝑦𝑦

AMs for calculating the AI, we will get the TAI as
aforementioned. We conclude that the TAI is very
similar to the AM.
Table 1. Temporal activity index.
Country
Germany
United Kingdom

FC

0.535
1.759

SC

0.796
0.535
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The three-dimensional activity index
What does this have to do with the 3D-AI? The 3DAI is the fraction of the classic AI and the TAI, as
Formula 3. Three-dimensional activity index.

AI(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )
TAI(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ⋅ ∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ⋅ ∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ⋅ ∑𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
=
.
∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ⋅ ∑𝑡𝑡 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ⋅ ∑𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ⋅ ∑𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
3D-AI(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) ≔
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So, the 3D-AI centres the AI by its average over the
years represented by the TAI. We therefore improve
the AI by disadvantaging other parts of it, as we can
see in figure 3.
The first two indices of the AI can be interchanged,
i.e. ai(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) = ai(𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 ). We denote the newest value
the 3D-AI, because all three indices can be
interchanged, i.e. ai(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) = ai(𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ) = ai(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) and
so on.

Figure 3. Three-dimensional activity index.
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